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Living cells communicate information about physiological conditions by producing signaling
molecules in a specific timed manner. Different conditions can result in the same total amount
of a signaling molecule, differing only in the pattern of the molecular concentration over time. Such
temporally coded information can be completely invisible to even state-of-the-art molecular sensors
with high chemical specificity that respond only to the total amount of the signaling molecule. Here,
we demonstrate design principles for circuits with temporal specificity, that is, molecular circuits
that respond to specific temporal patterns in a molecular concentration. We consider pulsatile
patterns in a molecular concentration characterized by three fundamental temporal features - time
period, duty fraction and number of pulses. We develop circuits that respond to each one of these
features while being insensitive to the others. We demonstrate our design principles using abstract
Chemical Reaction Networks and with explicit simulations of DNA strand displacement reactions.
In this way, our work develops building blocks for temporal pattern recognition through molecular
computation.
Recent breakthroughs in synthetic biology have led to
molecular sensors that report on the local environment in
cells by detecting signaling molecules with high chemical
specificity [1–4].
However, by themselves, such sensors can be com-
pletely blind to temporally coded information in cells
and tissues. In fact, living cells often communicate in-
formation about physiological conditions by producing a
signaling molecule in a specific timed manner [5–7]. For
example, many rapid pulses of nuclear p53 in mammalian
cells indicates γ radiation damage and leads to cell cycle
arrest, while a longer sustained single pulse of nuclear
p53 indicates UV damage and leads to programmed cell
death [5]. Thus different biological conditions can result
in the same total amount of a signaling molecule, differ-
ing only in the pattern of the molecule’s concentration
over time [8]. Such biological conditions cannot be dis-
tinguished by a sensor that responds to the total amount
(or exposure) to a target molecule, even if the sensor has
high chemical specificity.
In this article, we demonstrate design principles for
molecular circuits with temporal specificity, i.e., molec-
ular circuits that respond to specific temporal features
in the concentration of an input molecule, instead of the
total exposure to that input molecule. We show chemical
reaction networks satisfying these principles and derive
constraints on their rate constants. We then find explicit
implementations of these abstract reaction networks us-
ing DNA strand displacement reactions and verify the
performance of such DNA circuits using simulation soft-
ware explicitly designed for this purpose [9]. We antici-
pate that this work will also be of use for other synthetic
biology constructs based on enzymes and transcriptional
gates [10, 11] and for analyzing naturally occurring tem-
poral decoding mechanisms in cells [5].
∗ amurugan@uchicago.edu
While time-varying signals are high dimensional and
can vary in endless ways, we restrict our study here to
pulsatile patterns as shown in Figure 1. We focus on
three fundamental temporal features that characterize
such signals - time period T (i.e., time between onset of
pulses), duty fraction δ (i.e., width of each pulse relative
to duration between pulses) and the number of pulses n
(i.e. length of the pulse train). We construct circuits that
respond to each one of these three independent features
while being insensitive to other features.
Analog computing with transients
Recognizing temporal patterns can be interpreted as
an analog operation that is naturally suited for molecu-
lar computation. While molecular circuits of digital gates
have solved remarkable problems[12–14] and even mim-
icked deep neural networks[15], several recent papers [16–
25] have shown that analog computations are naturally
suited for molecular circuits. Analog operations repre-
sent information directly in continuous physical variables
like concentration or time intervals[26, 27]. Such direct
representations can make analog devices smaller and sim-
pler than corresponding digital computation with binary
encoding. The temporal pattern recognition problem
studied here is naturally suited to analog computation
since the input itself is temporally encoded[17, 18]. In-
deed, some of the earliest applications of analog com-
puting were to similar temporal decoding problems in
electrical circuits, such as AM or FM decoding in radios
[27]. While there are theoretical limitations on chemi-
cal timers [28], several recent works on DNA-based and
other molecular computing have addressed related tem-
poral questions. Even a simple boolean AND-gate can be
considered a coincidence detector between two signals[29]
and a temporal sequence detector was recently demon-
strated [30], though these constructs do not detect spe-
cific temporal intervals. An AND gate and a time-delay
mechanism can be combined in a Coherent Feed-Forward
Loop that serves as a pulse width discriminator [31]. Re-
cent work has shown how to convert oscillatory signals
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FIG. 1. Schematic of temporal feature extraction. The three time-varying patterns of a molecular concentration c(t) differ in
the number of pulses n, the time period T (i.e., time between onset of pulses), and duty fraction δ (i.e., pulse width relative to
time period) but have the same total integrated exposure nTδ. (a) Circuits that respond to the total integrated exposure are
thus unable to distinguish the three signals. (b) We seek chemical reaction networks that can extract independent temporal
features n, T, δ and report each of them quantitatively. For example, such a sensor must be able to count pulses without regard
to pulse width and report duty fraction without regard to the time period.
into other stereotyped temporal patterns [21, 32].
As in these recent analog circuits, our approach here
seeks to turn a weakness inherent to molecular devices
in the context of digital computation, into a strength
for analog computation. Digital computation through
molecules requires all internal transients to rapidly die
out, so the system can be approximately described by dis-
crete steady state concentrations. In contrast, even on a
digital computer, temporal pattern recognition problems
are best solved using recurrent networks with internal
transients[33], unlike, say, feed-forward networks used for
image recognition. Such finite timescale transients serve
as natural rulers to measure and process information en-
coded as time intervals. Thus our work exploits the in-
evitable transients in real molecular systems to perform
useful computation.
Natural temporal patterns can be more complex than
the family studied here and some applications might re-
quiring detecting more complex features or combinations
of features presented here. Such complex temporal pro-
cessing can be performed by combining the basic motifs
and design principles introduced here. In this way, our
work lays the foundation for temporal pattern recogni-
tion through analog molecular computation.
I. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We consider time varying patterns c(t) in the concen-
tration of an input molecule I composed of pulses like
those shown in Fig.1. The patterns shown can be de-
scribed by three independent numbers; the number of
pulses (n), the time period T , and the duty fraction
δ ∈ [0, 1] (i.e., pulse width relative to time period T ).
As shown in Fig.1, the same total amount of input
molecule I can be spread out over time in many different
ways. The different patterns shown have distinct n, T, δ
but have the same total area = nTδ. Hence a naive
sensor that is only sensitive to the total amount of I
would respond in the same way to all patterns shown.
Here, we seek decoders that can report on each of these
temporal features independently - e.g., the duty fraction
readout should be independent of the time period and
the number of pulses while the number of pulses read-
out should not depend on the width or separation of the
pulses. In what follows, we demonstrate the decoder for
each of these temporal features - n, T, δ - one at a time.
In each case, we first demonstrate a high-level Chemical
Reaction Network of the architecture and then show the
DNA strand displacement-based implementations. The
three independent numbers n, T, δ completely character-
ize the family of patterns shown here, i.e., they form a
complete independent ‘basis’ for the family shown here.
Other combinations of these features might be relevant
for specific applications (e.g., pulse width Tδ instead of
duty fraction δ) but the principles behind the basis set
of decoders should allow development of sensors for such
features as well. We will assume that the amplitude of
the input signal is fixed and will not consider amplitude
fluctuations. A novel mechanism to convert oscillatory
signals with such amplitude noise into a stereotyped sig-
nal was proposed recently[21]; such an amplitude buffer-
ing mechanism can be used upstream of the temporal
decoders proposed here.
A. Pulse number decoder
We begin with a molecular circuit that can count the
number of pulses n seen, without regard to the width of
each pulse or the separation between pulses.
To count pulses n in this manner, we first seek a circuit
that produces a stereotyped response to each pulse that
is independent of pulse width and separation. To do so,
we take inspiration from ‘biochemical adaptation’ mecha-
nisms used e.g., in bacterial chemotaxis [34]. Such molec-
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FIG. 2. A pulse count decoder implemented by an Incoherent Feed-Forward Loop that responds only to step ups in input (but
not step downs). (a) Reaction network to decode pulse number. Species G is created only when I and A are present. (b)
DNA Strand Displacement (DSD) implementation of mechanism in (a) with waste products suppressed (see SI for full circuit).
Species I¯ is the negation of input I as in dual-rail logic, i.e., I¯ is high when I is low and vice-versa. (c) G shows a stereotyped
response to pulses of I that is independent of the width and separation of such pulses in I. The stereotyped response is due to
the ‘incoherent’ regulation of G by I; I exerts a direct fast positive effect on G, causing a rapid rise, but also exerts an indirect
delayed negative effect on G by suppressing A (green). (d) The output P integrates and reports the number of stereotyped
responses of G. Consequently, changing the (e) duty fraction or (g) time period of pulses in I has no impact on the output P
which does change with (f) pulse count.
ular circuits show a transient response to step changes in
an input signal but return to their prior state and are in-
sensitive to the steady state value of the input. Incoher-
ent Feed-Forward Loops (IFFL) and Negative Feedback
loops are two common molecular circuits that carry out
adaptation in biology[35]. IFFLs have been recently im-
plemented with DNA strand displacement reactions [36].
Recent work on buffers with finite response time [37] also
resemble adaptation.
However, adaptive circuits in the biological literature
often respond in an equal and opposite manner to both
the rising and falling edges of each input pulse[34, 38].
To count pulses, we desire an asymmetric response to
step ups and step downs in the input. For example, a
circuit that responds only to step ups but ignores step
downs and steady values of the input would naturally
count pulses. Such asymmetric adaptation[39, 40] can
be naturally achieved in a CRN if the adaptive variable
has a resting concentration at zero; then step downs can
have little effect since concentrations cannot fall below
zero.
Here, we present a simple CRN implementation of such
an adaptive Incoherent Feed-Forward Loop circuit with
an asymmetric response to step ups and downs:
I + A
k1−−→ I + G (1)
A
λ1−−→ φ (2)
I¯
k2−−→ A (3)
G
λ2−−→ φ (4)
G
k4−−→ P + G (5)
Here I¯ refers to a species that is the negation of the input
I as in dual-rail logic[13, 41]; i.e., we assume a second
input species I¯ that is high when the input I is low and
vice-versa. In principle, such dual rail (I¯ , I) input can
be created from a single input I by a fast reusable NOT-
gate[41]. One functional fast NOT-gate is provided in
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FIG. 3. A duty fraction decoder implemented by a timed decay mechanism that computes a moving average. (a) Reaction
network to decode duty fraction. (b) DNA Strand Displacement (DSD) implementation of mechanism in (a). See Methods for
kinetic parameters and SI for circuit that includes waste products. (c) Sample time traces for a typical input signal [I] = c(t)
from simulations of the DNA network. (d) Changing the duty fraction of input [I] changes steady state value of output [P ].
(e,f) Changing time period T or pulse count n do not affect the readout [P ].
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FIG. 4. A time period decoder implemented by a combining an Incoherent Feed-Forward Loop with a timed decay. (a) Reaction
network to decode time period. (b) DNA Strand Displacement (DSD) implementation of mechanism in (a) with waste products
suppressed. Species I¯ is the negation of input I as in dual-rail logic. (c) As with the pulse count decoder, G shows a stereotyped
response of fixed width τs to pulses of I. However, the output P now computes the moving average of the stereotyped responses
of G over a fixed timescale set by its decay constant. Hence the output P reflects the duty fraction of the stereotyped pattern
in G which is τs/T . Consequently, changing the (d) duty fraction or (e) number of pulses in I has no impact on the output P
which does change with (f) time period T .
5the Supplemental Information.
To understand the mechanism, consider the response
to a single step up in [I] shown in Fig.2c. Production of
G requires both I and A to be present; while A is high
in its resting state, G starts being produced only when I
steps up. But meanwhile turning on I also increases the
degradation of A on a timescale 1/(λ1 + k1[I]), with A
eventually reaching a small steady state. As a result, G
stops being produced after a time
τup =
log λ2−λ1k1[I]
λ2 − k1[I]− λ1
and starts falling due to its own degradation timescale
1/λ2, thus producing a stereotyped response to the step
up in I. This stereotyped response lasts a total time
τa ∼ τup+1/λ2. A subsequent step down in I that occurs
more than a time τa after the step up has minimal impact
on G because G is already near zero. After the step down
of I, A is restored back to its resting value on a timescale
1/λ1. If an output species P is produced in response to
G, the total amount of P will report the number of pulses
n without regard to time period T or duty fraction δ.
Limits of operation: There are two critical require-
ments for the mechanism above to work. First, the pulse
width Tδ must be larger than the length of the stereo-
typed adaptive response τa, so that the stereotyped re-
sponse is not interrupted by the step down in I. For
our parameter choices, λ2 ≈ k1  λ1, we can approxi-
mate τup ≈ 1/λ2. Thus, τa ∼ τup + 1/λ2 ∼ 1/λ2 and
we require that Tδ > 1/λ2. Second, the pulse off time
T (1 − δ) needs to be long enough so that A can be re-
stored to its resting state before the next pulse in I comes,
hence requiring T (1− δ) > 1/λ1. Taken together, we re-
quire T > Tmin = sup({1/λ1, 1/λ2}). In our CRN with
λ1  λ2, Tmin = 1/λ1.
To verify that real chemical networks can operate in
this kinetic regime, we designed a DNA strand displace-
ment implementation of this CRN. As with all the DSD
circuits we present here, our design process leaned on the
reaction designs laid out in Soloveichik et al. [42]. A sim-
plified representation of the reaction network with waste
products suppressed is shown in Fig 2b; see SI for the
full network. Simulating the DNA strand displacement
network using Visual DSD software with realistic kinetic
parameters, we find that the output is indeed sensitive
to pulse number n but insensitive to duty fraction δ and
time period T over a significant range.
B. Duty fraction decoder
We now develop a circuit needed to decode duty frac-
tion, δ. The Chemical Reaction Network capable of de-
coding δ is deceptively simple in topology,
I
k−−→ I + P (6)
P
λ−−→ φ (7)
where I is the time-varying input species whose concen-
tration changes over time as [I] = c(t). Species P is
created by every pulse of I but decays with a time con-
stant 1/λ. For any c(t), this simple linear system has an
output P given by,
P (t) = k
∫ t
−∞
c(t′)e−λ(t−t
′)dt′. (8)
Intuitively, this operation effectively takes the moving
average of input species I over a time window 1/λ. If λ
is in the right range, the output P is insensitive to T, n.
For a pulse train c(t) that starts at t = 0, we find that A
rises and oscillates about a steady state value; see Fig 3.
The mean level of P goes as,
P¯ =
(
eλTδ−1
eλT−1
)
(1 + eλT (1−δ) − e−λTn − e−λT (δ+n)).(9)
Limits of operation: The above formula algebraically
depends on all three features n, T, and δ. However, the n
dependence is exponentially suppressed if λnT  1. The
T dependence is also weak if λT  1. Under these two
limiting operations, we arrive at an approximate expres-
sion for P¯ ,
P¯ ≈
(
k
λ
δ
)
(1 +
(1− 3δ + 2δ2)
12
(λT )2 +O((λT )3))
≈ k
λ
δ (10)
Thus, the output is dependent only on the duty frac-
tion δ and insensitive to T, n provided T < Tmax = 1/λ
and n > nmin = 1/(λT ).
Finally, note that the mean level of P is a good read-
out only if the size of the oscillations about P¯ seen in
Fig.3c are small. The size of such oscillations relative to
the mean is given by ∆P¯
P¯
= λT (1− δ) which is naturally
small in the limits of operation defined above (λT  1
and δ ∈ [0, 1]). The operational regime can be expanded
and oscillations further suppressed by appending an ad-
ditional species B with P −−→ P + B, B −−→ φ.
To check whether real chemical systems can operate in
the kinetic regime defined above, we implemented this
CRN using DNA strand displacement reactions. We
generated the network and equations using Visual DSD
software [9] with realistic kinetic parameters (see Meth-
ods/SI) and then simulated this system in MATLAB.
The impact of varying n, T, δ on the output is shown in
Fig. 3c-f. As desired, the output A(t) is only sensitive to
changes in duty fraction δ and insensitive to changes in
n, T .
C. Time period decoder
We can build a time period T decoder by modifying
the adaptive circuit motif introduced above; we simply
add a decay process for species P so that [P ] reflects the
moving average of G over a fixed timescale 1/λ3,
P
λ3−−→ φ. (11)
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FIG. 5. Output of DNA-based decoders with realistic kinetic parameters on a library of temporal patterns that systematically
vary in pulse number, duty fraction and time period. We see that the output of each decoder circuit changes significantly in
response to changes in one of the three features but is insensitive to the other two features. For example, the duty fraction
decoder changes by a factor of 4× as duty fraction changes from 0.2 to 0.8 but only changes by a factor of 1.02 as time period
changes from 5000 seconds to 15000 seconds. The breakdown (e.g., high duty fraction for time period decoder) is described
by the limits of operation derived in the text. Thus, taken together, the decoders demonstrated here, with realistic DNA
hybridization-based reaction rates, can distinguish temporal patterns accurately over a range of timescales.
All other reactions for I, A,G, P are as shown in Eqn.1
- 5. The analysis for this CRN looks identical to that
done for our duty fraction sensor. However, now we are
taking the moving average of [G](t) which possesses the
same periodicity T as the initial pulse train but has pulses
with a duration set only by the kinetic parameters of the
network τ . Thus, [G](t) has an effective duty fraction
δeff = τ/T . If we tune kinetic parameters to the same
regime from our duty fraction sensor, the output species
P will then report this δeff (up to geometric factor for
the shape of the pulse) and is thus proportional to 1/T
but independent of the δ and n from the initial species
I.
Limits of operation: This CRN directly inherits the
kinetic constraints from both the pulse number decoder
applied to the I, A,G part of the network and the duty
fraction decoder applied to G,P part of the network.
The former restricts T (1 − δ) > 1/λ1 as discussed for
the pulse number decoder. The latter constraint requires
T < 1/λ3 and n > 1/(λ3T ) as discussed for the duty frac-
tion decoder. In this kinetic regime, our output depends
strongly on T and only weakly on n, δ.
The DNA implementation is shown in Fig 4b. By
choosing kinetic constants listed in Methods, we simu-
lated this network and see that the output is insensitive
to changes in δ, n but sensitive to changes in T .
Finally, we systematically tested all three of the mech-
anisms proposed here against a library of temporal pat-
terns that vary in all three features (n, δ, T ). Each de-
coder was implemented with DNA strand displacement
with fixed kinetic rates. See Fig.5. We see that each
decoder shows a much larger response to changes in its
relevant feature than to the other features over a substan-
tial dynamic range. Thus, collectively, the three circuits
can discriminate each member of the temporal pattern
library.
II. DISCUSSION
The circuits introduced here exploit a weakness in
the context of digital computation - internal transients
- to naturally perform analog computation on tempo-
rally coded information. The performance of such analog
‘computation using transients’ is limited by the dynamic
range over which timescales of transients can be tuned.
7Hence DNA strand displacement reactions is particularly
suitable for such computation since their kinetics can be
tuned over a large dynamic range through toehold se-
quence design [43–46].
The methods developed here can be combined with
other developments in the molecular technology field[47].
For example, a drug payload carried by a DNA origami
pill[48] can be released only in those cells with a pulsatile
pattern of the transcription factor NFkB that precedes a
inflammatory response but not in cells with NFkB pat-
terns that precede an adaptive immune response[5]. Sim-
ilar in situ temporal computation using molecules can
also help surveil complex ecosystems, such as the gut,
where a future ecological collapse is often indicated by
temporal precursors [49].
We have produced circuits that decode broadly rele-
vant but predetermined temporal features. Going for-
ward, it would be interesting to develop molecular cir-
cuits that can learn relevant temporal features dynami-
cally [50–52] as in machine learning approaches. In the
learning paradigm, for example, a molecular circuit could
be exposed to two classes of time-varying patterns during
a ‘training phase’ (the temporal equivalent of cat and dog
images in static pattern recognition). The circuit would
determine which temporal features can best distinguish
those two classes.
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Appendix A: Methods
We first formulated abstract chemical networks with
the desired feature detecting properties. Then, largely
following the design principles laid out in [42], we im-
plemented these CRNs as DNA strand displacement re-
actions. All strand displacement circuits are designed
within the Visual DSD software described in [9] us-
ing default kinetic parameters (unless explicitly noted
in the Supplemental Information) and concentrations
∈ [.05nM, 1mM ]. Then, by adapting the MATLAB code
generated within this program, we exposed these circuits
to the pulsatile inputs defined in the main text, defined
by their duty fraction δ, number of pulses n, and period
T . All results shown are from deterministic simulations.
TABLE I. Pulse Counter Initial Conditions
Species Initial Conc. (nM)
sp 0 100 (0)
sp 6 10000
sp 2 10
sp 10 10000
sp10 100 (0)
sp 5 100
sp 7 10000
sp 8 10000
sp 11 10000
sp 12 100
sp 13 1000
TABLE II. Duty Fraction Sensor Initial Conditions
Species Initial Conc. (nM)
sp 0 1000(0)
sp 1 100
sp 2 100
sp 3 10
Appendix B: Detailed Chemical Networks
All reactions shown utilize the default kinetic parame-
ters within Visual DSD (3×10−4(nMs)−1 bind, .1226s−1
unbind corresponding to toe-holds with 4-6 nucleotides
[53]). Different reaction rates were largely achieved by
selecting appropriate initial concentrations. Species with
specified initial concentrations are outlined in bold and
their values are given in accompanying tables. All species
whose initial concentrations are specified and do not have
explicit time dependence displayed in the main text are
held at their initial concentrations by hand.
TABLE III. Period Sensor Initial Conditions
Species Initial Conc. (nM)
sp 0 100 (0)
sp 6 10000
sp 2 10
sp 10 10000
sp10 100 (0)
sp 5 100
sp 7 10000
sp 8 10000
sp 11 10000
sp 12 100
sp 13 1000
sp 14 .05
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FIG. 6. Pulse count decoder. Here we present the full DSD reaction network for our pulse counting circuit. See the main
text for an analysis of its dynamics (Fig. 2) and performance (Fig. 5). The two species in red had their dynamics directly
modulated to the parameters of the input series, with sp10 pulsing exactly out of phase with sp 6. Graphs and labels are
generated automatically withing the Visual DSD software [9]. See Table I for a list of initial concentrations.
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FIG. 7. Duty fraction decoder. This circuit effectively take the moving average of the dynamics of sp 0 and reports it in sp10.
See main text Figure 3 for analysis and Figure 5 for performance. Initial concentrations of bolded species are listed in Table II
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FIG. 8. Time period decode. By taking the moving average of sp34, this circuit decodes the period of sp 0. See main text
Figure 4 for analysis of dynamics and Figure 5 for analysis of performance. Initial concentrations of bolded species are reported
in Table III.
